Einstein's weak equivalence principle (EEP) can be tested through the arrival time delay between photons with different frequencies. Assuming that the arrival time delay is solely caused by the gravitational potential of the Milky Way, we show that a "nano-shot" giant pulse with a time delay between energies corrected for all known effects, e.g. ∆t < 0.4 ns, from the Crab pulsar poses a new upper limit on the deviation from EEP, i.e. ∆γ < (0.6 − 1.8) × 10 −15 . This result provides the hitherto most stringent constraint on the EEP, improving by at least 2 to 3 orders of magnitude from the previous results based on fast radio bursts.
Einstein's weak equivalence principle (EEP) can be tested through the arrival time delay between photons with different frequencies. Assuming that the arrival time delay is solely caused by the gravitational potential of the Milky Way, we show that a "nano-shot" giant pulse with a time delay between energies corrected for all known effects, e.g. ∆t < 0.4 ns, from the Crab pulsar poses a new upper limit on the deviation from EEP, i.e. ∆γ < (0.6 − 1.8) × 10 −15 . This result provides the hitherto most stringent constraint on the EEP, improving by at least 2 to 3 orders of magnitude from the previous results based on fast radio bursts. Einstein's weak equivalence principle (EEP) is the foundation of general relativity. It states that the trajectories of any freely falling, uncharged test bodies are independent of their energy, internal structure, or composition. The validity of general relativity and EEP can be characterized by the parametrized post-Newtonian (PPN) parameter, γ, which reflects the level of space curvature per by unit rest mass [1] . For general relativity, γ = 1 is predicted. The measurement of the absolute value of γ has reached high accuracy. The authors of Ref. [2] derived γ − 1 = (−0.8 ± 1.2) × 10 −4 via light deflection through very-long-baseline radio interferometry. The authors of Ref. [3] obtained a more stringent constraint γ − 1 = (2.1 ± 2.3) × 10 −5 via the travel time delay of a radar signal from the Cassini spacecraft. On the other hand, in order to test the EEP, some people applied the arrival time delay to measure the difference of the γ values for photons with different energies, or for different species of cosmic messengers (photons, neutrinos, and gravitational waves) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Adopting the PPN approximation, Shapiro time delay in a gravitational potential U (r) is given by [8] 
where r o and r e denote the locations of the observer and the emitting source, respectively. The relative Shapiro time delay ∆t gra between two photons with energy E 1 and E 2 caused by the gravitational potential U (r) is then given by
Recently, Wei et al. [5] applied this method to fast radio bursts (FRBs) passing through the gravitational field of the Milky Way (WM) galaxy and obtained a stringent constraint ∆γ < 2.5 × 10 −8 . Considering the largescale gravitational potential fluctuations, an even more stringent constraint, ∆γ < 4.5 × 10 −11 (3σ) or ∆γ < 2.8 × 10 −12 (2σ), can be achieved [7] . Based on a located fast radio burst FRB 150418 at z = 0.492±0.008 [10] (for a different view, see [11] ), Tingay & Kaplan [6] obtained ∆γ < (1 − 2) × 10 −9 by only including the MW gravitational potential. When the large-scale gravitational potential fluctuations are included, a more stringent constraint, ∆γ < 2.4 × 10 −12 (3σ) or ∆γ < 1.4 × 10 −13 (2σ), is obtained [7] . In addition to FRBs, some other extragalactic transient events, such as supernovae, gamma-ray bursts, active galactic nuclei, gravitational-wave sources, are also used to test EEP with this method, and the constraints are in the range of ∆γ < 10 −3 − 10 −10 [4, 9] . Here we show that the nanoseconds-long giant pulses observed from the Crab pulsar and several other pulsars can provide much more stringent constraints on ∆γ. Even though these events are in the Milky Way galaxy, the effect of the extreme short duration, e.g. ∆t obs − ∆t DM < 0.4 ns for one Crab pulsar giant pulse, overcompensates the deficit in distance, and leads to much more stringent constraint than extra-galactic msduration FRBs.
Giant pulses are one of the most striking phenomena of radio pulsars. They are characterized by extremely high fluxes (exceeding MJy [12] ) and ultra short durations. The typical duration is a few microseconds, but occasional bursts shorter than one nanosecond, the so-called "nano-shots", have been observed [13] . So far, they have been detected from the Crab pulsar [14] , PSR B1937+21 [15] , and some other pulsars [16] .
The giant pulses from the Crab pulsar have been detected over a broad frequency range [17] . Hankins & Eilek [13] reported a giant pulse that showed a single, extremely intense pulse with flux exceeding 2 MJy and an unresolved dedispersed duration, ∆t obs − ∆t DM < 0.4 ns [13] . The pulse was observed in a frequency band centered at 9.25 GHz with a 2.2 GHz bandwidth.
In general, the observed time delay of two photons with different frequencies consists of five terms [4, 5] ∆t obs = ∆t int + ∆t LIV + ∆t mγ + ∆t gra + ∆t DM , (3) where ∆t int is the intrinsic delay time that depends on the radiation mechanism of the source, ∆t LIV is the delay time caused by Lorentz invariance violation (LIV), ∆t mγ is the delay time due to nonzero photon rest mass [18] , and ∆t DM is the delay time due to the cold plasma dispersion from free electrons along the line of sight, which is already corrected for radio pulsar pulse observations. If we assume that ∆t int + ∆t LIV + ∆t mγ > 0, then ∆t gra = (∆t obs −∆t DM )−(∆t int +∆t LIV +∆t mγ ) < ∆t obs −∆t DM . Thus, ∆t obs − ∆t DM is the upper limit of ∆t gra .
The Crab pulsar is located at l = 184.56
• and b = −5.78
• [19] , which means that the Galactic center, Earth, and the Crab pulsar are almost aligned in a straight line. The distance of Crab from Earth is d = 2.0 kpc [19] , thus its distance to the Galactic center is approximately r Crab ≃ d + s = 10.3 kpc, where s = 8.3 kpc is the distance of Earth from the Galactic center [20] . The gravitational potential along the propagation path has contributions from the Milky Way and the Crab pulsar, i.e. U (r) = U MW (r)+U Crab (r). The former can be estimated as U MW (r) ≃ −(1 − 3) × 10 15 cm 2 s −2 at r ≃ 8 − 11 kpc [21] . The gravitational potential of the Crab pulsar can be estimated as U Crab (x) = −GM/x, where M = 1.4M ⊙ , and x is the distance to the pulsar. Therefore one has
Here we have made use of the fact |U MW |d ≫ GM ln(d/R) and x e > R, where x e is the radius where the giant pulse emission is emitted, and R = 10 6 cm is the radius of the Crab pulsar.
This result provides the hitherto most stringent constraint on the EEP. Compared with the previous result derived from FRB 150418, even with the large-scale gravitational potential fluctuations taken into account, our result improves on the previous limits [6, 7] by at least 2 to 3 orders of magnitude.
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